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Zorionak consonni 15+1 
 
12/12/12 On this same day where there are people who forecast the end of the world, consonni 
turns 16 years old. The apocalypses is a perfect birthday day for a private organisation who 
dedicates to art, with an apparently short perspective and, more over, always cyclical. 
15 years of nomadism and 1 year of a room of our own to be shared. On Friday 14th and 
Saturday 15th we will celebrate it 
 
Programa general  
 
consonni birthday 15+1 
 
12/12/12 On this same day where there are people who forecast the end of the world, consonni 
turns 16 years old. The apocalypses is a perfect birthday day for a private organisation who 
dedicates to art, with an apparently short perspective and, more over, always cyclical. 15 years 
of nomadism and 1 year of a room of our own to be shared. On Friday 14th and Saturday 15th 
we will celebrate it. 
 
General Programme 
 
consonni archive for consulting at the local ground floor. 
 
FRIDAY 14th 
 
consonni (Conde Mirasol corner with Cortes) 
Dress code Virginia Wooolf, the 20's 
From 13h to 20h Co-operative reading of Virginia Woolf's “A Room of one's own” 
20:30 Jeleton and Pablo Marte's Performance 
21:00 Volkova Sisters Concert 
21:30 Draw of a basket with Polish products of consonni's patisserie 
 
La Bola de Cristal (1th, Buenos Aires) 
Dress Code the 20's 
22:30 Babel World's Association Women Pintxos 
23:00 Birthday proposal from Itziar Okariz 
23:30 Draw of a basket of Polish Products of consonni's patisserie 
00:00 PUNCH!! Party (Fighting and playing) organized by Punch Dj's 
Adam Sackler & Shoshana Shapiro Vs The Punch Dj's & Love On The Beat 
 
SATURDAY 15th 
Within Gau Irekia San Francisco/Bilbi/Zabala organised by Sarea 
 
consonni (Conde Mirasol corner with Cortes) 
20:00 Meeting workshop with tarot and individual reading for next year. With the artist and 
psychoterapist, Iratze Aiausti. 
 
Plaza Corazón de María (Documentary cinema cycle) 
23:00 Screening of Maria Ruido's Electroclass, consonni 2011. 
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Crowdfunding Translation of 
Virginia Woolf's "A Room for One's 
Own" into Basque  

Virginia Woolf's "A Room of one's Own" essay explores women as writers, creatives, as well as 
fiction characters and their genre roles. Published in 1929, it is considered an inspiring feminist 
manifest, that talks about femenine writing in dominant patriarchal tradition. "To write novels, a 
woman needs money and a room of her own". This fundamental work is translated into multiple 
languages but it does not exist in Basque. 

From consonni, we propose a special edition in Basque. Translated by Maria Colera Intxausti, 
designed by Maite Zabaleta, prologued by Adelina Moya and Remedios Zafra and with a 
Kajsa Dahlberg artistic intervention. This iniciative arises from the recent creation of a street 
office of consonni art producer(Bilbao). It is a demand for recognition of our own space (private 
and public) that women need to work, reflect and create. 
 

consonni  
 
consonni is a producer of art projects based in Bilbao. It is a nonprofit association of private 
ownership Since 1997, it has been inviting artists to develop projects which do not take the form of 
an art object displayed in an exhibition space.  Jon Mikel Euba, Matthieu Laurette, Hinrich Sachs, 
Andrea Fraser, Sergio Prego, Ibon Aranberri, Itziar Okariz, Saioa Olmo, Iratxe Jaio & Klaas van 
Gorkum, Virginia Villaplana, Nacho Magro, María Ruido, Itziar Barrio, Alex Reynolds, Asli 
Cavusoglu, Asier Mendizabal, Martha Rosler, Phil Collins, Jeletonetc. are developing works with 
consonni which borrow tools from the contemporary world to produce art projects in a wide variety of 
formats including a television programme, an auction of Basque typography, guided tours of an 
abandoned amusement park and a march of zombies to subvert, criticise or simply analyse the 
society that surrounds them. 


